GREAT ADVENTURES TRAVEL
精彩旅行社 PH:9267 8181
A China Experience Beijing - 5 Days / 4 Nights
Daily Departure
Prices are fully inclusive tour package (5 days 4
Nights)
Single Supplement $200
Tipping Payable $50
Private tour on request as available
Extension trip to other cities are available
* High Season surcharge $50 (Sep – Nov)

Tour Itinerary:
Day 1:

Arrival – Beijing

Welcome to Beijing
Arrival and Meet at Beijing International airport in the arrival hall by your tour manager and transfer
to the hotel. There is no sightseeing today.
Day 2:

Beijing

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Full-day Group Sightseeing
Start your day with hotel Buffet breakfast, featuring an expansive selection of Asian and Western
cuisine. Then set out with your Trip Leader to discover all of Beijing’s Imperial treasures.
Stand in Tiananmen Square, one of the largest and grandest public plazas in the world. Then
enter within the imposing walls of the Forbidden City for an extensive tour through this vast
complex – once the exclusive domain of Ming Dynasty Emperors!
Experience the traditional Chinese Tea Ceremony while sampling China’s locally flavoured brews
at a Tea House.
Return to your hotel in the evening with time to relax and refresh or enjoy an optional evening
entertainment -Kung Fu Legend before this evening’s Peking duck dinner
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Day 3:

Beijing

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Excursion to the Great Wall
Learn about Jade, China’s most precious and celebrated stone, and its manufacturing process at
the largest Jade factory in Beijing
Travel into the rugged mountain landscapes north of the city to the magnificent Great Wall. Once
on top of this ancient defensive structure, you’ll find that some sections may be quite steep! But
the views are truly magnificent and the experience of actually walking atop the Great Wall is truly
unforgettable. Continue with visit 2008 Olympic Games Sites , Bird’s Nest & Water Cube.
Experience and enjoy the Orient Foot Massage to learning and experience traditional Chinese
medicine treatment that our nerve zones or reflex points go from the bottom of our feet to the top
of our head, encompassing all vital organs on the way.
Day 4:

Beijing

Breakfast, Lunch

Temple of Heaven & Hutong Rickshaw Tour
Morning exercise -Tai Chi lesson, Tai Chi is an internal martial art system which places emphasis
on the development and control of Chi (Consciousness) energy within the body. You will be able to
practice Tai Chi in the morning under the guidance of Tai Chi Master in Temple of Heaven.
Hop on a rickshaw and ride through the Hutong neighbourhood. return to the city and explore by
rickshaw through the Hutong, one of Beijing’s rapidly-disappearing traditional districts. and visit a
local family for lunch.
Silk Factory Outlet to Learn about silk, the very trade item which started the famous Silk Road,
and its delicate manufacturing process
Continue on to the lovely Summer Palace, erstwhile retreat of China’s royalty, and tour its
landscaped grounds and pavilions.
Return to the city and enjoy your evening at leisure.
Day 5:

Beijing - Home

Farewell to China or stay behind other cities in China
We hope you enjoyed your time in China and will be leaving this country with endless amounts of
stories memories and captivating pictures of the entire journey. You will be transferred to the
Beijing Capital airport via your schedule flight back home or continues your journey to visit other
cities in China.
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